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Mobivity Wins the 2020 MarTech
Breakthrough Award for Best Mobile
Messaging Based Marketing Solution
Company Recognized for its Effective Mobile Messaging for Papa Gino’s
Pizzeria and D’Angelo Grilled Sandwiches Delivering 440% Return on
Marketing Spend Powering the Restaurants Through the COVID
Pandemic

PHOENIX, Sept. 23, 2020 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Mobivity Holdings Corp. (OTCQB:
MFON) a global provider of personalized customer engagement solutions that drive
customer frequency and spend, today announced that its Unified Mobile Messaging, part of
its Recurrency platform, was recognized for the "Best Mobile Messaging Based Marketing
Solution" award by MarTech Breakthrough, a leading market intelligence organization that
recognizes the top companies, technologies and products in the global marketing, sales and
advertising technology industry. Mobivity’s award-winning work with Papa Gino’s Pizzeria
and D’Angelo Grilled Sandwiches illustrates the power of mobile messaging and its
effectiveness for restaurants during the pandemic.

This year’s Martech Breakthrough Awards program attracted more than 2,750 nominations
from around the world, which were evaluated by an independent panel of experts within the
martech industry, including analysts, journalists and technology executives. Mobivity joins an
impressive group of winners from other categories including: Shopify, Adobe, Mailchimp,
ringDNA, Unbounce, Hootsuite, Bluehost, Sprinklr, The Trade Desk, Acxiom. 

“We’re proud to be named the Best Mobile Messaging Based Marketing Solution as it
validates the power of our platform and value of mobile messaging helping our customers
engage digitally with their customers,” said Dennis Becker, Mobivity Chairman and CEO.
“Due to the pandemic, brands are realizing the need to transition to digital marketing
channels like mobile and directly connecting to their customers. Brands that embrace digital
campaigns are succeeding, and those who stick to traditional marketing channels could be
missing out on new opportunities. The success we’ve seen with Papa Gino’s Pizzeria and
D’Angelo Grilled Sandwiches and this win underscore the effectiveness of our platform.”

Mobile Messaging Powers Papa Gino’s Pizzeria and D’Angelo Grilled Sandwiches
through COVID
Using Mobivity’s Recurrency platform, Papa Gino’s Pizzeria and D’Angelo Grilled
Sandwiches (PGDA) segmented customers and created a mobile messaging campaign.
This targeted customers who had not visited a PGDA 90-days prior to COVID restrictions.
With highly targeted offers encouraging a return visit, this campaign drove twice as many
return visits as non-SMS subscribers and 17% more than members of the company’s loyalty
program. With this campaign that ran during the pandemic, PGDA saw Mobivity’s mobile
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messaging deliver an average Return on Marketing Spend of 440%, compared to its other
traditional marketing channels. Click here for the full case study.

“Mobivity deserves this win for their quick, strategic thinking, which helped see us through
the COVID 19 pandemic,” said Deena McKinley, Chief Marketing Officer at Papa Gino’s
Pizzeria and D’Angelo Grilled Sandwiches. “When the pandemic led restaurants to dining
room closures, we really doubled down on take-out and delivery, and Mobivity understood
how to connect with our customers, encouraging them to return more frequently, and return
they did. By understanding the value of creating an owned mobile messaging channel,
Mobivity helped us amass valuable first-party customer data that insulated us from the
downturn of sports, large gatherings, catering and other forms of traditional advertising. By
owning a direct, targeted and personalized channel, we were able to not only sustain, but
grow customer frequency and spend despite clear challenges imposed by the pandemic.”

Part of the Tech Breakthrough Awards organization, each year the MarTech Breakthrough
Awards honor excellence and recognize innovation in a range of marketing, sales and
advertising technology-related categories, including marketing automation, customer
experience, email marketing and more. For the full list of winners, click here.

To learn more about how Mobivity can put the power of mobile messaging to work for multi-
unit franchise brands, visit https://www.mobivity.com/products/reach or call (877) 282-7660. 

About Mobivity
Brick and mortar stores struggle to manage customer connections in a digital world. Mobivity
provides a platform to connect national restaurants, retailers, personal care brands, and their
partners with customers to increase retention, visits, and spend. Mobivity’s Recurrency
platform increases customer engagement and frequency by capturing detailed POS
transaction data, analyzing customer habits, and motivating customers and employees
through data-driven messaging applications and rewards. For more information about
Mobivity, visit mobivity.com or call (877) 282-7660.

About Papa Gino’s Pizzeria
Founded in 1961, Papa Gino’s Pizzeria is a proud New England staple with a heritage of
serving high quality, handmade pizzas with fresh ingredients and an 80-year old Italian
family recipe. From a single restaurant in East Boston, Papa Gino’s has expanded over the
years and now has nearly 100 restaurants in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire,
and Connecticut. It is the Official Pizza of the New England Patriots of the NFL and the New
England Revolution of Major League Soccer.

About D’Angelo Grilled Sandwiches
With roots stretching back to 1967, D’Angelo Grilled Sandwiches has been serving
generations of hungry New Englanders on-the-go, great tasting, grilled sandwiches like our
legendary Steak Number 9® and original Steak & Cheese. Today, each restaurant remains
proud to serve authentic New England sandwiches with the same highest-quality meats and
breads that first won over fans more than 50 years ago.
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